4 days
MOUNTAIN BIKE TOUR
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SCHEDULE

DAY 1
All Mountain's team will pick-up the guests at Nelson airport or Picton,

then

we'll hit the road to catch our water taxi for a boat transfer to
the majestic Queen Charlotte sound.

QUEEN CHARLOTTE TRACK
The first ride is about 30kms, deep into the lush native forest,
along cristal clear water, all the way to our lodge nestled
in a secluded cove. Comfy accommodation, bar, restaurant and even pool and
hot tub to recover after the ride.

DAY 2
Expect a long day on the bike ! The 2nd half of the track is about 45kms going
up and down along the ridge line, surrounded by sounds and coves on both
sides of the hill ... Jaw dropping beauty !
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NELSON

DAY 3
After the Iconic Queen Charlotte track we will settle in Nelson for the rest of the trip.
Our accommodation is close to town and beaches to make the most of the sunniest town in
New-Zealand. the dining scene is vibrant in Nelson, so the meals are not included for today, to
let you explore, there are also a few awesome breweries to visit...

SHARLANDS, MAITAI VALLEY, FRINGED HILL...
The Nelson MTB club has built an unreal network of trails , right in town.
To manage the sour legs, day 3 will be shuttle assisted !
Menu of the day: Easy up-hills and looong descents.

DAY 4
THE RAMEKA TRACK
One of New Zealand’s classic rides. Rocks, roots and technical creek crossings keep you on your
toes as you sweep through lush native bush.
Now known as the Rameka 6-pack there are 6 fantastic tracks in a row, less pedalling and more
gravity ! they now bring you down a historic benched ‘pack track’ and onto Project Rameka.
Smooth flowing switchbacks sweep through old pine forest and if your smile is not already wide
enough - the fun and fast ‘Klicks’ take you all the way down to the Takaka Valley floor.
Gravity assisted, mountain biking at its best.
Includes: Return transfers, shuttle, guide
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PRICING

Price based on 4pax :

$ 1 490 NZD (GST included)

Booking conditions
Prices in NZD are valid at the time of the quote.
Subject to availability at the time of booking.
30% deposit required to confirm the booking.
Balance due 45 days prior the departure.
3% credit card fees may apply.
No fees for a payment by bank transfer.
Pictures are not contractual.
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